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Abstract

This extended abstract investigates the performability
features of a car safety controller operating in a road tun-
nel. The controller issues alarms when the distance between
two consecutive vehicles is lower than a given limit. We
propose to model the controller by Fluid Stochastic Petri
Net (FSPN). Several performance indices are evaluated in
normal and abnormal conditions.

1 Introduction

This case study is inspired from a larger EU
project, aimed at investigating techniques and tools
to increase the safety of road tunnels. In the last
years, several major accidents have occurred in Eu-
ropean road tunnels with human losses and injuries
(http://home.no.net/lotsberg/artiklar/brann/en tab.html:
e.g. Mont Blanc, March 99 and St. Gotthard, Oct 01). This
series of accidents has caused a large debate in the EU on
how to increase road tunnel safety and several proposals
and remedies are under study. One aspect that must be
considered is the usual heavy traffic of the tunnels with
the need of forcing vehicles to respect speed limits and
safety distances. This extended abstract investigates this
specific issue and proposes a Fluid Stochastic Petri Net
(FSPN) approach to model a controller that keeps track
of two consecutive vehicles and controls their speed and
distance and issues alarms when the prescribed limits are
violated. Several performance indices are evaluated under
a normal or abnormal behavior of the drivers, and in case
of an accident.

2 Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets

Fluid Petri Nets were introduced both in non-stochastic
[1] and stochastic [3] settings. In this extended abstract, we
use a stochastic formalism which is an extension of the for-
malism presented in [3]. A brief description of the applied
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Figure 1. All the primitives of the formalism

formalism is given, for more details the reader is referred to
[2].

A FSPN contains two kinds of places: discrete places
that contain a discrete number of tokens and fluid places that
contain a continuous amount of fluid. Marking of the net is
given by the joint distribution of tokens in discrete places
and fluid levels in fluid places. Graphical representation of
all the primitives of the formalism is depicted in Figure 1.
Discrete tokens are moved according to firings of immediate
and timed transitions through discrete arcs. Firing times of
timed transitions are defined by instantaneous firing rates
that can depend on the marking of the net. Fluid levels are
changed either by fluid transitions according to fluid rate
that can depend on the marking of the net or they can be set
directly by a set arc to a given value when a transition fires.
Inhibitor arcs (test arcs) disable (enable) a transition when a
given number of token or a given quantity of fluid is present
in a place.

3 The model of the controller

In order to analyze the car safety controller, we model
two vehicles that follow each other in the tunnel. For dis-
tinguishing them, the vehicle proceeding ahead in the tunnel
will be called the truck, while the one following it is referred
to as the car.
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Figure 2. Submodel representing the truck

The submodel that describes the behavior of the truck
is depicted in Figure 2. Three discrete places are used to
distinguish the situations when the truck is braking (place
braket is marked), proceeding at constant speed (place
cont), accelerating (place acct). The token among these
three places are moved by transitions bct, cbt, act and cat.
Different numeric values for the firing rates of these four
transitions are assigned for different experiments and will
be given in the next section. The speed of this vehicle is rep-
resented by the level of fluid in place speedt. The speed is
decreasing (increasing) by transition decreaset (increaset)
when this transition is enabled, i.e. when place braket is
marked (place acct is marked and place standstill is not).
Places move and standstill together with transition halt are
added, in order to model a sudden stop of the truck due to
a front collision with a vehicle running in the opposite di-
rection. When this happens the speed of the truck is set to 0
and cannot increase anymore.

The submodel representing the car is given in Figure 3.
The behavior of the car is similar to that of the truck. There
are two differences. First, sudden stop of this vehicle is
not considered. Second, we model what happens when the
alarm with which the tunnel is equipped sounds. Initially
the alarm is off (place off is marked). If the distance be-
tween the two vehicles is too small, transition off on gets
enabled and the alarm turns on. Transition off on is con-
nected to fluid place distance (Figure 4) by an inhibitor arc,
i.e. this transition is disabled until the distance is larger then
a given limit. The alarm turns off when transition on off gets
enabled. This happens when the level of place distance is
higher then a given limit since transition on off is connected
by a test arc to place distance. When the alarm is on, the car
begins immediately to brake (since transitions alarm� and
alarm� get enabled) and keeps braking while the alarm is
on.

Figure 4 depicts the submodel representing the distance
between the two vehicles and their position in the tunnel.
The distance between the two vehicles is represented by the
level of fluid place distance. The level of this place is in-
creased by transition increase and decreased by transition
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Figure 3. Submodel representing the car
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Figure 4. Submodel representing the distance
between the two vehicles and their position in
the tunnel

decrease. Transition increase pumps fluid to place distance
according to the level of fluid place speedt, i.e. according to
the speed of the truck. While transition decrease takes away
fluid from place distance according to the speed of the car,
i.e. according to the level of fluid place speedc. The dis-
tance covered by the car is represented by the level of fluid
place position. The level of this place is increased accord-
ing to the speed of the car by transition speedc. Discrete
place proceed is marked until the vehicles are in the tunnel
and no accident has happened. If the distance between the
two cars becomes 0, transition crash becomes enabled and
place accident becomes marked. Moreover, the system is
stopped because a token is placed to place stop too. The
level of fluid in place positionprovides the location where
the accident happened in the tunnel. If the car leaves the
tunnel, transition end becomes enabled and a token is put in
place passed which means that the two vehicles passed the
tunnel.

4 Results

The model described in Section 3 was analyzed by simu-
lation under different assumptions. The following parame-
ters were the same in all the experiments. Acceleration and
braking change the speed of the vehicle according to a con-
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stant derivative. The vehicles accelerate from 0 to 100 km/h
in 10 seconds. When traveling at 100 km/h, the vehicles
need 100 meters to stop. Initially the distance between the
truck and the vehicle is 100 meters. Both vehicles start at
speed 0. The tunnel is 3 km long.

4.1 Completely random behavior

During the first experiment we assume that the tunnel is
not equipped with an alarm (upper part of Figure 3 is not
present), sudden stop of the truck is not considered (lower
part of Figure 2 is not present) and that the drivers decides to
brake, drive at constant speed or accelerate in a completely
random manner. Transitions bc�, cb�, ac� and ca� have
exponential firing times with rate 1.0 (� stands either for t

ore c).
A simulation trace with crash after about 68 seconds with

speeds of the vehicles and the distance between them is
given in Figure 5. Probability of crash and passing the tun-
nel as function of time is given in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Simulation trace with completely
random behavior
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Figure 6. Probability of accident and passing
the tunnel as function of time with completely
random behavior

As we go through the results we describe only what is
changed compared to the previous setting.

4.2 Reasonable drivers

For the following experiments the tunnel is equipped
with an alarm. The alarm switches on when the distance
between the vehicles is less than 70 meters and switches off
when it exceeds 100 meters.

Moreover, from now on, we assume that the drivers are
trying to maintain a predefined speed. This is done by defin-
ing firing rates for transitions bc�, cb�, ac� and ca� that de-
pend on the actual speeds of the vehicle. These firing rates
for both the vehicles are

frca� �speed�� �

�
��� speed� � st�

��� speed� � st�

frcb��speed�� � frac��speed�� �

�
���� speed� � st�

���� speed� � st�

frbc� �speed�� �

��
�

���� speed� � sm�

��� sm � speed� � st�

��� speed� � st�

where st � ��km/h (sm � ��km/h) denotes the target
(minimal) speed for the vehicles.

Figure 7 and 8 gives the results of these experiments.
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Figure 7. Simulation trace with reasonable
drivers and alarm
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Figure 8. Probability of accident and passing
the tunnel with reasonable drivers and alarm

In the next experiment we analyze the effect of having
the alarm broken down. Results are reported in Figure 9
and 10.
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Figure 9. Simulation trace with reasonable
drivers and alarm broken down
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Figure 10. Probability of accident and passing
the tunnel with reasonable drivers and alarm
broken down

From now on sudden stop of the truck is considered also
(the alarm is operating again). Transition halt has constant
firing rate 0.01. A simulation trace with sudden stop of the
truck is given in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Simulation trace with sudden stop
of the truck

As a last case we consider the situation when the target
speeds for the two vehicles are different. Target speed of
the truck is 70 km/h, while that of the car is 108 km/h. Two
simulation traces, one with crash and one without, are given
in Figure 12 and 13.
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Figure 12. Simulation trace with fast car:
crash
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Figure 13. Simulation trace with fast car: with-
out crash

5 Conclusions

In this extended abstract we have presented a FSPN
model of a safety car controller. Several experiments were
carried out under different assumptions on the behavior of
the drivers and on the circumstances. Having 5 fluid places
in the model, only simulation could be applied to achieve
numerical results.
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